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ch-aviation recognizes Flair Airlines with 2023 Young Aircraft Fleet Award  

• Canada’s independent low fare airline boasts Canada’s greenest fleet 

• Flair flies 19 aircraft, with the majority lower-emission Boeing 737 MAX aircraft  

• Each Flair aircraft brings 50 direct and indirect jobs to Flair’s base cities 

[Edmonton, Alberta, January 23, 2023] – Today, Flair Airlines, Canada’s everyday low fare airline, announced it 
won the ch-aviation North America 2nd Youngest Aircraft Fleet award for 2023. Ch-aviation is a leading, 
independent source of airline intelligence and data. 
 
“We’re on a mission to deliver low fares to Canadians and flying a state-of-the-art Boeing 737 MAX fleet 
means we can do this with the lowest carbon emissions of any Canadian carrier, and at the lowest passenger-
mile cost in Canada,” said Stephen Jones, CEO of Flair Airlines. “Sustainability is a key focus for the airline in 
the new year, coupled with ensuring Canadian travellers continue to benefit from Flair’s low fares and 
increased service across our network.”  
 
“ch-aviation recognizes Flair Airlines fleet of young and efficient aircraft. We believe it is essential to 
acknowledge them, as maintaining a modern fleet helps reduce CO2 emissions, which is a significant step 
toward sustainability,” said Thomas Jaeger, CEO of ch-aviation. "Flair boasts the second youngest fleet in 
Canada, and second youngest in North America, which will benefit both passengers and the environment." 
 
Flair maintains bases in Vancouver, Edmonton, Ottawa, Toronto, and Kitchener-Waterloo. New aircraft bring 
approximately 50 jobs to the base and direct and indirect employment, including customer service agents, 
ground handlers, cabin crews, maintenance staff, and more. Each Flair Airlines Boeing 737 MAX aircraft has a 
passenger capacity of 189 seats in a single class and boasts 14% less fuel consumption and greenhouse gas 
emissions than predecessor Boeing 737 models.  

About Flair Airlines 

Flair Airlines is Canada’s leading low fare airline and its greenest airline, on a mission to provide affordable air 
travel that connects them to the people and experiences they love. With an expanding fleet of Boeing 737 
aircraft, Flair is growing to serve multiple cities across Canada, the U.S., and Mexico. For more information, 
please visit www.flyflair.com. 
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